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ABSTRACT

This paper models general survival and the distribution of tumor onset
times for various tumors in the data base of control animals developed
by the National Toxicology Program. For general survival, a modified
Weibull model is shown to give an adequate fit for both Fischer 344 rats
and C57BL/6 x C3H 1-, mice. In addition, data from control animals in

a lifetime study of asbestos are used to support the extension of these
survival curves beyond 2 years in Fischer rats. The distributions of tumor
onset times are modeled using a two-parameter Weibull model. For many
common tumor types, this model yielded a very good fit to the data.
Finally, a summary measure of the contribution of a tumor to mortality
is given.

INTRODUCTION

Lifetime rodent tumorigenicity experiments are utilized to
assess the qualitative and quantitative carcinogenic response to
chemicals. In order to estimate the risk of cancer associated
with a certain level of exposure, the relationship between dose
and response must be estimated (1). This risk can depend on
the temporal aspects of exposure as well as the degree of
exposure. Thus, for some tumors the models used to estimate
the cancer risk must provide for both of these effects (2, 3).

This report presents statistical models which reasonably pre
dict general survival and the distribution of tumor onset times
in untreated animals. It is realized that in virtually every study
the concurrent control group is the most appropriate control
group to use in determining cancer risk. However, the models
to be presented in this paper can be very useful in the design
and analysis of tumorigenicity data. Other authors (4) have
given several uses for the historical control data which include
testing for increased risk in the case of rare tumors and quality
control. The model estimates presented in this paper can be
used in similar ways. Also, this information can be useful in
designing the experiment by giving estimates of the proportion
of animals with a tumor as a function of time. Design consid
erations related to these estimates would include study duration
and interim sacrifice times. Finally, simulation procedures used
to understand the methods of risk assessment (e.g., Refs. 5 and
6) can be improved by basing their assumptions upon the
historical information provided by this research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

General Survival. In recent years, the NTP1 has conducted a large
number of carcinogenesis experiments, commonly using male and
female Fischer 344 rats and male and female C57BL/6 x C3H F,
(hereafter called B6C3F|) mice. After considering many factors, the
NTP established a historical control data base. This data base consists
of all chemicals for which Technical Reports are greater than 193 and
for which the laboratory's pathology diagnoses wereapproved by March
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1983. For male and female Fischer rats, this data base consists of 2320
and 2370 animals, respectively, from the untreated control groups of
47 studies. For B6C3F, mice, there are 2343 males and 2486 females
from SI studies. Most control groups consisted of SO animals and all
are from 2-year studies. The magnitude of this data base prevents the
inclusion of individual animal records in this paper. However, published
summaries of tumor counts, number surviving to sacrifice, etc., are
available (see, e.g., Ref. 4). In addition, interested readers should be
able to obtain more detailed information regarding the data base from
the National Toxicology Program. We will refer to this data base as
the NTP historical control data base. Using this data base, we will
discuss models which reasonably predict the general survival and the
distribution of tumor onset times in these control animals.

Tumor Onset. There are 10 sacrifice times in the NTP historical
control data base for Fischer rats. The first sacrifices occur at 109
weeks of age and continue weekly up through age 118. For mice, there
are only 8 sacrifice times starting at week 109 and continuing to week
116. This is sufficient information to apply the methods being used
here; however, because all of the sacrifice information is at the end of
the observation period, the model estimates will be extremely variable
for early times. To improve the precision of these model estimates, we
have added the untreated control groups from 7 other National Toxi
cology Program studies to the historical control data base. These data
are summarized in Table 1. Except for butyl benzyl phi hÃ¡late, the
studies to which these groups belong were gavage experiments which
used a vehicle control and an untreated control. The untreated control
groups were found to be unnecessary after the study was begun, so the
animals were sacrificed. For butyl benzyl phthalate (a feeding study),
the dosed male rats died very early, so the controls were also sacrificed.
These 7 groups were not included by Haseman el al. (4) because they
had not lived long enough to yield a reasonable estimate of lifetime
cancer risk, which was their outcome of interest. However, the 7 groups
were examined in the same manner as the other control groups in this
historical control data base and can thus be added to the data base for
considering tumor onset as a function of time.

Intermediate Lethality Method

The prediction of time to tumor data usually requires detailed knowl
edge concerning the probable cause of death for animals with the tumor.
A review of the statistical methods which apply to animals for which
the probable cause of death is known is given by Kalbfleisch et al. (7).
Unfortunately, in the NTP historical control data base, cause of death
information is not available. In addition, even if the information on
cause of death was available, its usefulness would be limited (8).

It is possible to obtain an upper bound on tumor prevalence by
assuming that tumors are incidental; i.e., they do not affect an animal's

chances of dying (9). For many of the tumor types discussed here, the
assumption that they occur in an incidental context is approximately
correct. However, for diseases such as leukemia and lymphoma, this
assumption appears to be incorrect. Portier (10) developed a method
for fitting parametric models to the distribution of unobservable tumor
onset times without assuming that the tumor is incidental or rapidly
lethal (observable). This method is not as sensitive to tumor related
differences in mortality when estimating the distribution of tumor onset
times as the usual methods which must assume that all tumors are
incidental or lethal. In addition, only a few sacrifice times are required
in order to be able to estimate the tumor onset distribution. This
method assumes that, for animals with the tumor, the probability of
dying does not depend upon the age of the tumor but only upon the
age of the animal. This "Markov" assumption will be discussed later.
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This method of estimation will be referred to as the intermediate
lethality method.

There is no literature providing a test of goodness of fit for this
model using carcinogenicity study data (i.e., left and right censored
data). However, graphical methods have been used (11) to assess the fit
of tumor prevalence models to the data from the ED0i study (12). This
somewhat ad hoc method involves the comparison of the observed and
expected prevalence at death for each observed death time (this is
similar to methods used in standard regression problems).

A second method for testing the fit of the model is the standard \:

goodness of fit statistic. (For the statisticians: The data arise from a
multinomial sampling procedure and we are using a method to estimatemodel parameters which is similar to the modified minimum \ ' method.

Thus, an approximate v statistic can be derived by taking the sum of
the ratio of the square of the difference between the observed counts
and the expected counts in each cell to the expected counts (i.e., Â£(O
- E)2/E); see Ref. 13, Chap. 30). The degrees of freedom for the test
would be .v-r I where i is the number of sacrifice times and r is the
number of parameters in the tumor onset model. This \2 test and the

graphical approach mentioned above are used to determine the ade
quacy of the fit of the estimated model to the observed data.

To model tumor onset, a two-parameter Weibull model (r = 2) is
used. This model is given as

S(t\a,ÃŸ)-- a > 0, ÃŸ> 0 (A)

where ( is the age of the animal in weeks (not the number of weeks on
study which is typically age minus 6 weeks) and 5(/| aÃŸ)represents the
probability of not having a tumor at time t. This model has been used
in many analyses to describe tumor onset as a function of time (4, 7,
11, 14-16).

Summary Measures of Lethality

Let 0 < 11< ti < . . . < ti denote the set of distinct death times. Let
dr denote the number of animals dying from causes other than sacrifice
(natural causes) at time i, which are found to be tumor free at death.
Similarly, let Â¡I,'denote the number of animals dying naturally with a
tumor. Let 1 â€”<t>Â¡~denote the probability of surviving natural death at

time t, given the animal has escaped death to this time and given the
tumor has not occurred. Let 1 â€”<t>*denote the probability of surviving

natural death at time I, given the animal has escaped death to this time
and given the tumor is present.

The mortality parameters, 0~ and <Â£*,provide an excellent method

for determining the contribution of the tumor to mortality in the
population. A measure commonly used to summarize the effect of
presence or absence of some disease (tumor) on death is the relative
risk. For each time f,, the relative risk would be given by <t>*/<!>Â¡~.One

obvious summary measure would be a weighted average of the relative
risks. However, at times where no animals die without the tumor, the
estimate of â€¢,>is zero and the relative risk is undefined. To avoid this
problem, we will use the following measure of lethality which we will
refer to as the relative average risk:

(/.!â€¢..we take the ratio of a weighted average of the o' to a weighted

average of the >;>}.The weight at time /, is the number of animals dying

Table1 Earlyterminationstudiesaddedto theNTPcontroldatabaseNTP

Toxicology
Registry

No. Chemical nameWk

instudyMice

RatsF

M F MNo.

instudyMice

RatsF

M F M

213 Butyl benzyl phthalate 112 112 111 35 SO SO 49 SO
234 Allyl isothiocyanate 86 86 83 83 SO SO SO SO
250 Benzyl acetate 61 61 48 47 SO SO SO SO
251 Toluene diisocyanate 87 87 86 86 50 49 SO SO
252 Geranyl acetate 45 43 46 45 50 50 50 50
257 Diglycidyl resorcinol ether 62 62 59 58 50 50 50 50
263 1,2-Dichloropropane 41 41 40 40 50 SO 50 50

naturally at this time. This measure gives little weight to the hazards
of death for early times and more weight to the hazards of death at
times when most animals die. This avoids the problem of a few early
deaths elevating the average lethality.

Subject to statistical variability, R = 1 indicates that the tumor is
incidental, i.e., it does not increase or decrease an animal's chances of
dying. When R > 1, the tumor increases an animal's chances of dying.

For example, if R = 2, then, on average, an animal with the tumor is
twice as likely to die in the next time interval as an animal without the
tumor. When R < 1, the tumor decreases the animal's chances of dying.

RESULTS

Survival. Let F(t) denote the probability of surviving to time
t. Several models have been proposed for estimating survival in
carcinogenicity experiments (17). In what follows, the method
of maximum likelihood is used to estimate parametric curves
for survival in the NTP historical control data base.

Several of the standard survival models were fit to the survival
data from the NTP data base. These included the Weibull
model (Equation A), the Gompertz model, the lognormal
model, the Makeham-Gompertz model, and the log-logistic
model. None of these "usual" models adequately fit the ob

served survival data. Looking at the Kaplan-Meier survival
curves (18), it is evident that in all four sex/species groups the
curves are linear in time for early deaths. Therefore, a modified
Weibull model was considered. The modification added a linear
parameter to /â€¢'(/)resulting in the form

F(t) >o (B)

For small values of t and ÃŸ> 1, this model behaves in a linear
fashion. For large values of t and ÃŸ> 1, this model behaves like
the two-parameter Weibull model mentioned above. In all four
cases this model predicted the observed response exceptionally
well. Using a simple x2 test of observed minus expected, all

four predicted models yielded acceptable fits of the data with
test P values in the range of 0.3 to 0.6. The model parameters
appear in Table 2.

The animals used in the historical control data base were
generally sacrificed if they lived to 109 weeks and the latest
death (due to sacrifice) was at 116 weeks. Thus, the application
of these models beyond 109 weeks would be speculative. How
ever, the NTP has conducted a series of bioassays on asbestos
using a large control group of Fischer rats which were allowed
to live until only 10% of the animals remained alive, at which
point the remaining animals were sacrificed. The model param
eters given in Table 2 adequately fit the asbestos controls
through 140 weeks with only minor differences at approxi
mately 100 weeks. Thus it is reasonable to conclude that the
model (Equation B) and its associated parameter estimates
given in Table 2 are appropriate to describe the general survival
in rats for up to 140 weeks.

Tumor Onset Models. The next stage in analyzing these data
was to provide estimates of the probability of having a tumor
at all times between 0 and 116 weeks. This was done using the
methods of Portier (10) and the Weibull model (Equation A).

Table 2 Modified Weibull model parameters for general survival

SpeciesFischer
344ratB6C3F,

miceSexF

MF

Ma1.2372

e- 4
1.2381e-42.8678

e - 4
6.5797 e - 4T2.4785

e - 16
9.0162e-171.4206e-

14
1.2079e- 15ÃŸ7.3839

7.66716.4978

6.9593
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Table 3 Weibutt model parameters for 2836 female B6C3Ft mice
Model parameters*(SD)Site

(no. withtumor)Circulatory

system: hemangioma, hemangiosarcoma(77)Digestive

system: liver
Adenoma (101)
Carcinoma (104)
Both(202)Endocrine

system
Pituitary all tumors (174)
Adrenal

All pheochromocytoma (16)
Thyroid follicular cell

Adenoma (41)
Adenoma and carcinoma(47)Hematopoietic

system: leukemia/lymphoma(699)Integumentary

system: (neuro)fibroma and (neuro)fibrosarcoma (23)ÃŸ4.96

(6.45Â«2.55

(3.64 e
4.61(1.48Â«

3.39(1.72Â«12.21(3.20Â«

11.64(6.93Â«3.07

(6.75 Â«
3.53(6.56Â«6.41(5.16Â«4.93(1.16Â«-DSSS

111-0)

-0)-0)

-0)-1)-0)4.49

e-4.94

Â«-
5.95 e -
1.08Â«-1.89Â«-

1.46e-2.31

Â«-2.74
Â«-5.01

Â«-1.32Â«-02

(6.46 Â«-2(1.65Â«-

2(8.71 Â«-
1(1.67Â«-1

(3.53 Â«-

2 (7.72 Â«-2

(1.49 e -
2(1.58Â«-1

(2.44 e-2

(2.99 Â«-3)2)

3)
2)2)

3)2)2)2)3)Goodness

offitx2

P<0.010.52

0.38
0.85<0.01

>0.99<0.01

<0.010.04>0.99

Reproductive system: uterus
EndometrÃalstromal polyp (23) 7.49 (1.65 e - 0) 1.63Â«-2 (3.72e-3)

" Time is scaled by using age/118 weeks.

Table 4 Weibutt model parameters for 2692 maie B6C3F, mice

Â°Time is scaled by using age/I 18 weeks.

Tables 3 through 6 give the parameter estimates (and their
standard deviations) for the two-parameter WeibuII model and
the P value for the x2 goodness of fit test. The standard

deviations were calculated using the bootstrap estimates of
variance (10) with a resample size of 100.

The tumors shown in Tables 3 to 6 are similar to those used
by Haseman et al. (4). In some cases tumor types have been
grouped together to provide sufficient tumor-bearing animals
to use the intermediate lethality method. In addition certain
tumors considered by Haseman et al. (4) are not listed since
there were insufficient numbers of animals with these tumors

>0.99

Respiratory system: lung
Alveolar/bronchiolar adenoma ( 138)
Alveolar/bronchiolar carcinoma (51)
Both (188)

All tumor bearing animals (1432)2.93

(1.64 Â«-0)
3.58 ( 1.32 e -0)
3.05(1.38Â«-0)
4.56 (5.96 e - 1)7.29Â«

-2 (1.13Â«-2)
2.75 Â«- 2 (5.85 e - 3)
1.01Â«- 1 (1.25Â«-2)
1.11 Â«-0(5.37Â«- 2)0.92

0.20
0.90
0.02

Model parameters*(SD)Site

(no. withtumor)Circulatory

system: hemangioma, hemangiosarcoma(80)Digestive

system: liver
Adenoma (26 1)
Carcinoma (520)
Both(766)Endocrine

system
Pituitary all tumors (12)
Adrenal

Cortical adenoma (53)
Cortical adenoma and carcinoma (56)
All pheochromocytoma (31)

Thyroid follicular cell
Adenoma (26)
Adenoma and carcinoma(32)Hematopoietic

system: leukemia/lymphoma(312)Integumentary

system: (neuro)fibroma and
(neuro)fibrosarcoma(95)Respiratory

system: lung
Alveolar/bronchiolar adenoma (308)
Alveolar/bronchiolar carcinoma (125)
Both(425)All

tumor bearing animals (1534)ÃŸ9.22

( 1.44 e -0)1.60(4.90Â«-

1)
3.79(3.50Â«- 1)
2.93 (3.95 Â«-1)6.97

(1.70 e +1)3.15

(7.15 e -0)
3.18(5.74Â«-0)
1.47(6.62Â«-1)0.36

(2.11 Â«-0)
0.75 (2.06Â«-0)5.44(9.22Â«-

I)7.95(1.06Â«-0)2.07(7.10Â«-!)

5.67 (1.57 e -0)
2.63(8.80Â«-1)3.42

(2.79 Â«- 1)a6.45

e - 2 (8.49 Â«-3)1.29Â«-

1 (9.43 e -3)
3.26Â«- 1(1.75 e -2)
4.83 Â«- 1 (2.25 Â«-2)9.99

Â«- 3 (2.04 Â«-2)2.99

Â«- 2 (2.30 Â«- 2)
3.17 e- 2(1.83 e -2)
1.50Â«-2 (3.37Â«-3)1.11

Â«-2 (2.84Â«-3)
1.46Â«- 2(4.46Â«-3)2.10Â«-

1(1.74 e-2)7.11

Â«-2(8.62Â«-3)1.62Â«-

1 (1.47 Â«-2)
8.24Â«-2(1.23Â«- 2)
2.41 Â«- 1 (2.06 e -2)1.29Â«

-0(4.80Â« -2)Goodness

of fÃ®t
x2

P>0.990.91

0.02
0.410.720.60

0.59
<0.010.77

0.760.720.950.15

0.52
0.040.16

to estimate tumor onset as a function of time for any of the
four groups. The data were considered insufficient for fitting a
parametric model using the intermediate lethality method if
less than 10 animals had the tumor under study, or the first
tumor was observed after 104 weeks, or less than 20 animals
had the tumor and the first tumor was observed after 94 weeks.
In all three of these cases, the quantal response is probably as
good as most other measures in estimating the lifetime cancer
risk in these animals. It is suggested the reader refer to Ref. 4
for the full set of tumors studied and the associated quantal
response.
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Table 5 Weibullmodelparametersfor 2719female F344 rats
Model parameters*(SD)Site

(no. withtumor)Digestive

system:liverNeoplastic
nodules(72)Neoplastic
nodules and carcinoma(75)Endocrine

system:pituitaryAll
tumors(1114)AdrenalCortical

adenoma(76)Conical
adenoma and carcinoma(84)All

pheochromocytoma(96)ThyroidC-cell

adenoma (118)C-cell
carcinoma(85)Both

(200)Pancreatic
isletsAll

tumors(24)Hematopoietic

system:Leukemia/lymphoma(461)Integumentary

system:(neuro)fibromaand (neuro)fibrosarcoma(42)Reproductive

system:mammary gland fibroadenoma(594)Uterus:
endometriai stromal polyp(463)Respiratory

system:lungAlveolar/bronchiolar
adenoma and carcinoma(31)All

tumor bearinganimals (2074)ÃŸ14.34

(5.01e-0)14.71
(4.93e -0)4.87

(5.69 e -1)5.

11 (4.96 i-0)5.07
(3.03e -0)3.69
(2.98e -0)2.59

(9.41e -1)4.2
1(2.99 e-0)3.06

(7.48e-1)9.24

(4.91e -0)2.70

(4.26 i-1)7.19

(1.71e-0)5.44

(1.00e-0)1.64(3.59Â«-!)0.75

(2.71e -0)3.64

(2.49e - 1)a6.386-2(1.66

e-2)6.75
e- 2(1.66Â«-2)8.79

e - 1 (3.87 e -2)4.42Â«-

2(1.40Â«-2)4.88Â«-
2(1.02Â«-2)5.16Â«-
2 (1.07Â«-2)6.10Â«-

2 (7.41 e-3)4.84Â«
-2 (1.01Â«-2)1.09Â«-

1(9.98Â«-3)1.71

e- 2 (5.38Â«-3)2.44Â«-

1(1.24 e-2)2.68

e - 2 (4.82 e -3)3.94

e - 1 (2.65 e -2)2.32Â«-
1(1.20Â«-2)1.28Â«-

2(3.90Â«-3)2.14Â«-

0(5.99Â«- 2)Goodness

offÂ«
x1

p0.940.880.520.080.120.%0.030.920.260.760.29>0.990.600.01<0.010.31

Â°Time is scaledby usingage/116 weeks.

Table 6 Weibullmodelparametersfor 2670 male F344 rats
Modelparameters*(SD)

Site (no. with tumor) ÃŸ

Goodness
of fit

X1
P

Circulatory system:hemangioma,hemangiosarcoma(13)

Digestivesystem: liver
Neoplastic nodules (79)
Hepatocellularcarcinoma (18)
Both (97)

Endocrine system: pituitary
All tumors (535)

Adrenal
Cortical adenoma (28)
Cortical adenoma and carcinoma(33)
All pheochromocytoma(414)

Thyroid
C-celladenoma (116)
C-cellcarcinoma (88)

Both (202)
Follicularcell adenoma (22)
Follicularcell carcinoma (17)

Both (39)
Pancreatic islets:all tumors (131)

Hematopoieticsystem: leukemia/lymphoma(702)

Integumentarysystem:(neuro)fÃ¯bromaand
(neuro)fibrosarcoma(122)

Reproductivesystem
Mammary gland fibroadenoma(52)
Testis interstitial cell (2099)

Respiratorysystem:lung
Alveolar/bronchiolaradenoma (38)
Carcinoma (21)
Adenomaand carcinoma (57)

Other tumors: mesothelioma,all types (54)

All tumor bearinganimals (excludetestis) (1191)

5.11(1.41 e-0)

5.58 (2.70Â«-0)
4.91 (1.33Â«-0)
5.49 (2.24Â«- 0)

4.17 (7.17e-1)

4.27 (7.09Ã-0)
4.48 (4.58 Â«- OJÂ»
5.55(1.50 Â«-0)

7.85 (4.84 i-0)
2.25(1.04 Â«-0)
3.70(1.45Â«-0)
4.78 (1.83e-0)
7.07 (4.13Â«-0)
5.76 (1.62 e-0)
5.42 (2.60 Â«- 0)

4.40(7.33Â«- 1)

3.85(1.04 e-0)

7.14 (3.69 Â«-0)
4.10(1.28Â«- 1)

1.00(1.47 e-0)
2.73 (3.21e-0)
1.36(1.56e-0)

6.47 (1.14e-0)

4.05(4.08Â«- 1)

7.98Â«-3 (2.19Â«-3)

5.13Â«-2(1.15e-2)
1.12Â«-2(2.79Â«-3)
6.29Â«-2 (1.20 e-2)

3.74 Â«- 1 (2.44 e - 2)

1.66Â«-2 (1.07e-2)
1.98Â«-2 (6.70Â«-3)
2.94 Â«- l (2.95e - 2)

8.84e-2(2.65e-2)
4.65 e - 2 (6.35 e - 3)
1.23e- l (1.48 e-2)
1.34Â«-2 (3.31e-3)
1.22Â«-2(4.24Â«-3)
2.59 Â«- 2 (4.53 e - 3)
8.74Â«-2 (1.60Â«-2)

4.76 i - 1 (2.69Â«- 2)

7.07Â«- 2 (8.47Â«- 3)

3.66 Â«- 2 (9.32 Â«- 3)
3.51 Â«-0(1.18Â«- 1)

1.69Â«- 2 (3.93 e - 3)
1.10Â«-2 (3.75 e-3)
2.65 e-2 (5.00e - 3)

3.65 Â«- 2 (5.78 Â«- 3)

8.94 Â«- 1 (3.36 e - 2)

>0.99

0.80
0.97
0.81

0.01

0.95
0.96
0.28

<0.01
0.06
0.14
0.70

>0.99
0.83
0.56

0.10

0.86

0.95
<0.01

0.74
0.91
0.72

0.98

<0.01
'Time is scaled by using age/116 weeks.
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The Weibull model gave an adequate fit to the data for about
75% of the tumors studied. As mentioned before, the determi
nation of goodness of fit was based upon a graphical analysis
of the results and upon the x2 test. For every case in which the
graphical analysis suggested a strong lack of fit, the x2 Â¡'was

<0.05; therefore, it is sufficient to consider only the P values
for the x2 test. It should be noted that in several cases, the P
values for the x2 test are large (>0.95). In many of these cases,
there were very few tumors (<25). The x2 test may not be valid

for very small tumor rates and we caution the reader against
overinterpretation of these fits. In the remaining cases where P
is large, the graphical analysis supported the fact that the model
seemed to agree very well with what was observed.

To understand the meaning of the values for the parameters
in these tables, consider the following example. Suppose, prior
to starting a study, that a researcher wishes to estimate the
probability that untreated female B6C3Fi mice will contract
leukemia or lymphoma by 90 weeks of age. This is 1 â€”S(90/
118|Â« = 0.501, ÃŸ= 6.41) which equals 0.085 (the Weibull
model parameters are given in Table 3). This means that after
adjusting for survival differences, 8.5% of the animals would
generally have the tumor by this time. If the tumor does not
contribute to mortality in the animals (/?=!) then on average
8.5% of the untreated animals alive at 90 weeks should have
the tumor. If the tumor is rapidly lethal (A Â» 1), about 8.5%
of the animals placed on study should have died with the tumor
by 90 weeks.

How can the researcher use this information once a study is
begun? Since tumors can contribute to mortality without in
stantly killing the animal, determining whether the results from
a given study are consistent with the model estimates from the
historical control data will depend upon the degree to which
the tumor contributes to mortality as well as the distribution of
tumor onset times and its statistical variability. This is discussed
in the next section.

In Tables 3 to 6, small values of .>'would indicate tumors

which may occur early in untreated animals. In designing a
study which is expected to yield an increase in tumors of this
type, an early interim sacrifice may be informative in determin
ing the tumor onset distribution as a function of time. I cuke
mia/lymphoma in female rats is such a tumor. For cases where
>â€¢>'is large, the tumor is more likely to occur late in the animal's

lifetime. For studies which expect to see an increase in tumors
of this type, interim sacrifices may not be as useful for the
purposes of detecting a tumor. Tumors of the pancreatic islets
in female rats are of this type. Note that this is for treatment
related increases in the parameter a from the Weibull model
(Equation A) and not for treatment related changes in ÃŸ.If it is
expected that .>'will change as the treatment changes, interim

sacrifices will be useful in most cases.
There are statistical factors which affect the use of these

model parameters. The simultaneous estimation of a and ÃŸis
difficult (14). Confidence regions for these parameters tend to
be long and narrow allowing for a wide range of fits. The net
effect of this problem in the present case is that even though
the data set contains thousands of animals, in many cases a
model with ÃŸ= 3 is as likely to fit the data as a model with ÃŸ
= 5 (this is indicated by the large standard deviations for some
tumors). Thus even though the model parameters presented in
Tables 3 to 6 are the best estimates, it would be inappropriate
to utilize these model parameters beyond the largest study time.

Tumor Lethality. Table 7 presents the relative average risks
for the tumor sites presented in Tables 3 to 6. The number in
parentheses is the standard deviation of the relative average

risk based upon a bootstrap of 100 data sets. Large values for
the relative average risk indicate (relatively) lethal tumors and
values near or below 1 indicate nonlethal or incidental tumors.

Many of the values in Table 7 are near 1 suggesting that
most tumors are incidental. Several tumors seem to be inciden
tal in all species (e.g., lung adenomas and carcinomas com
bined). Others, such as leukemia/lymphoma, seem lethal in all
species. For female mice, there were four significantly lethal
sites: circulatory system hemangiomas and hemangiosarcomas;
leukemia/lymphoma; skin tumors [integumentary system
(neuro)fibroma and (neuro)fibrosarcomaj; and all tumors com
bined [all tumor bearing animals]. With the exception of skin
tumors, the lethality of these tumors is expected. Skin tumors
provide a good example for examining the difference between
biological lethality and statistical lethality. In general, a skin
tumor may not directly cause the death of a mouse. However,
the tumors can lead to weakening of the animals and infection.
Because of this, these animals are more likely to be attacked by
cage mates or to be sacrificed for humanitarian reasons (a
moribund sacrifice). Thus, even though the tumor itself is not
lethal, the presence of the tumor can lead to life shortening.

Pituitary tumors, adrenal pheochromocytomas, and lung car
cinomas appear to be lethal in female mice, but their relative
average risk is not statistically different from 1. All other tumors
in female mice had an approximate relative average risk of 1.

Two tumors for male mice were different from those for
female mice. Pituitary tumors did not appear to be lethal in
male mice and liver carcinomas did appear to be lethal. For
female rats, the results agreed with those for female mice with
the exception of liver tumors, which were lethal, but not signif
icantly. In male rats, liver tumors did not appear to be lethal
and ( '-eel I carcinomas of the thyroid and all mesotheliomas did

appear to be lethal.
The estimates of lethality presented in Table 7 can be used

to direct the analysis of results from a carcinogenicity study. If
treatment does not affect the lethality of the tumor, then tumors
which appear lethal or nonlethal in the controls will act in the
same way in the treated groups. After studying the results in
Table 7, one would feel comfortable with doing an incidental
tumor analysis on mammary gland fibroadenomas in male and
female Fischer rats; a life table analysis for this tumor would
probably be inappropriate. On the other hand, a life table
analysis would probably be more appropriate for integumentary
system (neuro)fibromas and (neuro)fibrosarcomas than would
be an incidental tumor analysis.

In comparing Tables 3 to 6 with Table 7, it is seen that for
many of the more lethal findings mentioned above, the model
did not fit the data. These very cases are where one would
expect the model to fail. In cases where the tumor is nonlethal,
the Markov assumption is correct and the goodness of fit test
is comparing the Weibull model to the data. When lethality
exists, the Markov assumption becomes critical since the cor
rectness of both the Markov assumption and the Weibull model
is being assessed. If the assumption is incorrect, the model will
not fit the data and the magnitude of the relative average risk
may be wrong, but the finding of lethality will probably not be
wrong. We are currently evaluating the sensitivity of this
method to deviations from this Markov assumption.

Now, by considering both tumor onset and lethality, it is
possible to detect when the data diverge from the predicted
model. Using the formulae provided by Portier (10) and the
data it is possible to estimate all the <t>Â¡from the estimates of a
and ,.>'.It is then simple to estimate the expected prevalence

which should equal the proportion of sacrificed animals with
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Table 7 Estimates of relative average risk (SD)from the NTP control data base

Site Female mice Male mice Female rats Male rats

Circulatory system: hemangioma-hemangiosarcoma

Digestive system: liver
Adenoma/neoplastic nodule
Carcinoma
Both

2.79 (0.67)

0.57 (0.80)
1.29(0.53)
0.85 (0.38)

12.19(3.48)

0.26 (0.08)
2.90 (0.36)
1.62(0.19)

4.54 (3.03)

4.49 (2.62)

4.03(1.28)

1.02(0.42)
1.62(0.80)
1.14(0.40)

EndocrinesystemPituitary:
alltumorsAdrenalCortical

adenomaConical
adenoma andcarcinomaAll

pheochromocytomaThyroid(cell

adenomaC-cell
carcinomaBothFollicular

celladenomaFollicular
cellcarcinomaBothPancreatic

islets: alltumorsHematopoietic

system:leukemia/lymphomaIntegumentary

system: (neuro)fÃ¯bromaand(neuro)fibrosarcomaReproductive

systemMammary
glandfibroadenomaUterus:

endometrial stromalpolypTestis
interstitialcellRespiratory

system:lungAlveolar/bronchiolar
adenomaAlveolar/bronchiolar

carcinomaBothOther

tumors: mesothelioma, alltypesAll

tumor bearing animals4.29

(3.27)2.45(1.29)0.41

(1.07)0.37(1.12)6.26(1.04)8.71

(2.06)1.05

(0.74)0.89

(0.62)3.41
(2.72)1.30(0.97)4.84(1.55)1.01

(0.70)1.12(0.91)1.21

(0.81)1.87
(0.75)1.03(0.89)4.52

(0.89)12.62(3.21)0.43(0.11)2.38(2.15)0.68(0.18)4.19(0.62)1.80(0.23)0.80(1.35)1.26(1.10)1.22(0.98)0.59

(0.20)0.81
(0.38)0.68(0.15)0.46

(0.67)3.04(1.51)5.09

(0.62)5.13(1.91)1.70(0.31)0.86(0.12)0.43

(0.29)7.50(1.88)1.66(0.23)1.23(1.38)1.52(0.91)1.43

(0.35)1.34(1.67)1.02(0.26)3.70(1.45)1.74(0.84)0.84

(0.78)1.35(0.56)1.46(1.03)5.05

(0.65)1.30(0.30)1.02(0.76)0.56

(0.08)1.14(0.43)0.56

(0.69)0.88
(0.41)2.79(1.47)4.35

(0.54)

the tumor. At each sacrifice time it is then possible to detect
divergence from the historical control response. The data and
formulae for this approach are available from the first author
upon request.

Even without these formulae, there is an approximate method
for detecting divergence from the historical control onset rate.
It is possible to obtain a crude upper confidence bound on the
probability of tumor onset by using confidence bounds on the
model parameters. A crude 97.5% confidence bound on a
parameter can be obtained by adding or subtracting 2 SD from
the estimate. An approximate upper bound on the probability
of tumor onset is then obtained by substituting the lower bound
for ÃŸand the upper bound for a into the survival function. For
the leukemia/lymphoma example given above, the 97.5% upper
bound on the probability of tumor onset at 90 weeks is 1 â€”
5(90/1181 a = 0.55, ÃŸ= 5.38) = 0.12. Now, using standard
statistical techniques for binomial sampling we can define a
critical region beyond which response is significant compared
to the historical controls. For example, suppose this researcher
enters 50 animals into study. If more than 12 of these 50
animals have been observed to have leukemia or lymphoma by
90 weeks the lower 97.5% confidence bound on the probability
of tumor onset before 90 weeks would be greater than 0.12.
This would indicate a significant increase in leukemia/lym
phoma in this group as compared to the historical rate. Similar
methods could be used to obtain lower bounds on the probability
of tumor onset. Note that this should be done only to indicate
a change over historical rates and that in virtually every case,
the concurrent control group should be used for final inference.

DISCUSSION

Understanding the distribution of tumor onset times in un
treated animals is critical to the analysis of lifetime rodent
tumorigenicity studies. This paper attempts to give unbiased
parametric estimates of what that distribution looks like for the
rodent groups typically used by the National Toxicology Pro
gram. The parameter estimates given in this report are based
upon a set of assumptions, most critical of which are the
Markov assumption described in the text and the Weibull model
(Equation A). As with any statistical analysis, if the assumptions
are wrong, then it is possible all of the results are wrong
including the parameter estimates and their standard devia
tions. It is impossible, using the data at hand, to determine if
these assumptions are correct. However, we can try other as
sumptions and see if the results change. If the results do not
change, the assumptions may have little effect on the eventual
outcome (statisticians refer to this as a robust estimation pro
cedure).

In an attempt to assess the sensitivity of the Weibull model
parameters to the Markov assumption an alternative assump
tion was used to model the data. In this case it was assumed
that the lethality of the tumor did not depend upon the age of
the animal but only upon the age of the tumor. In many cases,
the estimates obtained using this "semi-Markov" assumption

gave results which were identical to those obtained using the
Markov assumption. When the estimates differed, the estimates
obtained using the Markov assumption always fit the data better
than those obtained using the semi-Markov assumption. We
are currently studying the possibility of using an assumption
which combines the Markov and semi-Markov assumptions in
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which the lethality of the tumor depends upon both the age of
the tumor and the age of the animal. There is also empirical
evidence that this assumption can be dropped altogether. This
is being studied. Finally, it should be stressed that these esti
mates are valid only in the range of the data, from approxi
mately 10 weeks of age to 118 weeks of age.

Since the distribution of onset times for most tumors could
be adequately described using the two-parameter Weibull
model, we did not fit the modified Weibull model (Equation 2)
to the tumor onset data. We did lit the tumor onset data using
a three-parameter Weibull model where instead of t" we used
(t â€”<af for to > 0. Except for rare tumors, the results did not
differ markedly for this model. For rare tumors, the addition
ofÂ«)resulted in smaller estimates of ÃŸ.

In summary, we have presented a set of models which accu
rately describe the survival in control Fischer 344 rats and
control B6C3F| mice used by the NTP. These models have
been shown to be accurate to 10% survival in the rats and to
116 weeks in the mice. In addition, for specific tumors, model
parameters for the distribution of tumor onset times have been
given with a discussion of the adequacy of the model for
describing that tumor in that sex/species. Finally, for these
tumors, we present statistical evidence concerning the relative
risk of dying with the tumor.
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